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    The number of criminal cases in our country has been increasing in recent years. 
In order to solve the problem of the judicial system in which more cases and less 
people, and to implement the criminal policy of temper justice with mercy in our 
country, The Fourth Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee Proposed to 
improve“the Confession Lenient System”. Then in September 2016, the government 
decided to carry out the Confession Lenient System in the eighteen cities for pilot. It 
is very important for the lawyer to participate in the Confession Lenient System, and 
in the Confession Lenient System, lawyers should be transformed from active 
negative witnesses to active assistants. However, in the long practice of criminal cases 
in our country, the participation rate of lawyers is relatively low, and the lawyers' 
exercise of defense rights will be more or less obstructed，those will directly affect the 
effect of lawyer's participation in the system. Therefore, this paper focuses on the 
study of lawyer participation in the Confession Lenient System. It is divided into three 
parts: introduction, text and conclusion, and the text is divided into four chapters: 
    The first chapter mainly reveals the inherent logic of the lawyer's participation in 
the Confession Lenient System, that is, necessity and feasibility. The necessity of 
lawyers’ participation is mainly manifested in the protection of criminal suspects, the 
defendant pleaded guilty to the voluntary; to prevent the prosecution charges and 
sentencing arbitrary; protection of the legitimate rights and interests of criminal 
suspects, defendants and criminal victims. The feasibility of lawyers’ participation is 
mainly reflected in the system and the growth of lawyers in the practice of lawyers to 
provide staff support. 
    The second chapter mainly combs the present situation of lawyers 'participation 
in criminal cases, mainly reflects the main stipulation of the right of defense of 
lawyers in our country. It also discusses the problems of lawyers' participation in 
criminal cases in practice, and the proportion of lawyers participating in criminal 
cases is not high , and the lawyers' defense rights are still subject to various 













 level and the social concept level. 
    The third chapter introduces some situation several major countries of the two 
major legal systems which similar to lawyers’ participation in the Confession Lenient 
System in our country, and the enlightenment to our lawyer's participation in the 
Confession Lenient System. That is, the lawyer is forced to participate in the criminal 
suspects, the defendant pleaded guilty plea procedures, under normal circumstances 
the suspects, the defendant shall not give up the help of defense counsel; and defense 
lawyers’participation should also be proactive. 
    The fourth chapter is about advices of the realization and guarantee of lawyer's 
participation in the Confession Lenient System. the overall aspect is to clarify the role 
positioning of lawyer in the Confession Lenient System, establishing a system of 
forcing defense、 refine the duty lawyer system and strengthen the protection of the 
legitimate rights and interests of criminal victims , In particular, is to improve the 
right of lawyers for presenting, meeting and communicating, investigating and 
collecting evidence and sentencing consultations and making comments, and 
ultimately transfer the role of lawyers in the Confession Lenient System from 
witnesses into active participants and assistants. 
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